Abstract-Inertial navigation computation is to acquire the attitude, velocity and position information of a moving body by integrating inertial measurements from gyroscopes and accelerometers. Over half a century has witnessed great efforts in coping with the motion non-commutativity errors to accurately compute the navigation information as far as possible, so as not to compromise the quality measurements of inertial sensors. Highly dynamic applications and the forthcoming cold-atom precision inertial navigation systems demand for even more accurate inertial navigation computation. The paper gives birth to an inertial navigation algorithm to fulfill that demand, named the iNavFIter, which is based on a brand-new framework of functional iterative integration and Chebyshev polynomials. Remarkably, the proposed iNavFIter reduces the non-commutativity errors to almost machine precision, namely, the coning/sculling/scrolling errors that have perplexed the navigation community for long. Numerical results are provided to demonstrate its accuracy superiority over the state-of-the-art inertial navigation algorithms at affordable computation cost.
in terms of the iterative computation of the Rodrigues vector's Chebyshev polynomial coefficients and exerts Chebyshev polynomial truncation. In principle, the idea of RodFIter could be extended to various attitude parameters including the quaternion and the rotation vector (see the RotFIter addressed in [27] as well), but a question worthy of being investigated is whether the unitnorm constraint of quaternion affects the accuracy to be achieved [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . It is right this concern that has prevented one from using quaternion for attitude computation before Yan's work [29] . The work [31] endeavoring to more accurately compute the rotation vector is in essence an example of RotFIter [27] with explicit but tedious iteration steps. Wu and Yan [30] raise the QuatFIter for attitude reconstruction using the quaternion in view of its linear kinematic equation. It is shown that the QuatFIter is equivalent to the previous Picard-type successive approximate quaternion method [33] and has about two times better computational efficiency at comparable accuracy to the RodFIter, although the latter has relatively uniform and faster error reduction with respect to the number of iterations. It is suspected therein that the unity-norm constraint of the quaternion contributes to QuatFIter's non-uniform error reduction, but no apparent relationship between the attitude error and the quaternion norm error has been identified so far.
The functional iterative integration combined with Chebyshev polynomial approximation was developed independently in the navigation community, but lately found to closely resemble the so-called Picard-Chebyshev method that was dated back to as early as 1960s [40] . In 1980s-1990s and even quite recently, it was employed and advanced by researchers in the field of astrodynamics for orbital determination [41] [42] [43] [44] .
The contribution of the paper is multiple-fold. The technique of Functional Iterative integration with Chebyshev polynomial approximation is successfully extended to the whole process of inertial Navigation computation (named the iNavFIter hereafter).
Astonishingly, the non-commutativity (coning/sculling/scrolling) errors, which has long perplexed the navigation community for over half a century, is utterly eliminated to almost the machine precision at affordable computation burden. It is believed that this work has set a solid algorithmic foundation for both highly-dynamic applications and the forthcoming next-generation ultraprecision inertial navigation systems. The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of the basic navigation kinematics and discusses the selection of the computation reference frame. Section III presents implementation details of the iNavFIter, including the angular velocity/specific force fitting by Chebyshev polynomials and the attitude, velocity and position computation using the functional iterative integration with appropriately truncated Chebyshev polynomials. Section IV discusses the iNavFIter's relation to the typical modern-day inertial navigation algorithms. Section V is devoted to the convergence property and error characteristics. Section VI assesses the iNavFIter with simulation data and demonstrates its remarkable accuracy superiority over the state-of-the-art navigation algorithms. The conclusion is finally drawn in Section VII.
II. INERTIAL NAVIGATION AND CHOICE OF COMPUTATION REFERENCE FRAME
Denote by N the navigation frame, by B the inertial measurement unit's body frame, by I the inertially non-rotating frame and by E the Earth frame. Any frame could be chosen as the navigation frame, but the commonly used reference frame of inertial navigation computation is the Earth frame and the local-level frame. Without the loss of generality, the local-level navigation frame in this paper takes the definition of North-Up-East [8, 45] . This paper uses the conventional symbol denotation in the navigation community. For an attitude matrix or quaternion describing the attitude of a target frame relative to a source frame (alternatively the rotation from a source frame to a target frame), the source frame appears as the subscript and the target frame appears as the superscript. A source frame and a target frame usually appear as a pair in the subscript of a vector, while the superscript of a vector denotes the frame the vector is expressed.
In general, the navigation (attitude, velocity and position) rate equations in a general navigation frame are well known as [4, 5, 9]   the Earth rotation rate with respect to the inertial frame that is expressed in the navigation frame,
the angular rate of the navigation frame with respect to the Earth frame that is expressed in the navigation frame, and 
where E R and N R are respectively the transverse radius of curvature and the meridian radius of curvature of the reference ellipsoid, which depends on the current position as well. All the quantities above are functions of time and, if not explicitly stated, their time dependences are omitted for the sake of symbolic brevity.
Note that the attitude quaternion q can be represented as a four-dimensional column vector of unit magnitude, i.e.,
where s is the scalar part and η is the vector part. If these two parts are regarded as a scalar quaternion and a vector quaternion, respectively, then quaternion can be alternatively written as s   q η. With some abuse of symbols, a vector quaternion is taken equally as a three-dimensional column vector throughout the paper. The operator  in (1) means the multiplication of quaternions that is defined as
The two quaternion multiplication matrices,    q and    q , are respectively defined by
The attitude matrix C is related to the attitude quaternion
When we let the navigation frame coincide with the Earth frame, the Earth frame navigation rate equations can be readily obtained ω . In contrast, the attitude, velocity and position are loosely-coupled in the Earth frame navigation equation in that the information flows unidirectionally from attitude (8) , passing through velocity (9) , to position (10) . Note that there is a feedback from position to velocity, because the gravity vector is a function of position. In view of the functional iteration process below, the loosely-coupling effect is beneficial to reduce the computational cost, so we use the Earth frame as the computation reference frame in the sequel. The navigation information with respect to other frames, such as the local-level frame, could be readily obtained by appropriate transformation out of the deadreckoning computation loop [4] . An additional benefit is that the Earth frame is singularity-free, in contrast to the local-level frame that would encounter a serious singular problem at polar areas [4, 5, 9, 46] . Specifically, the local curvature matrix c R and the navigation frame's angular rate n en ω will be subject to numerical problems while the latitude L approaches 2  .
III. PRECISION NAVIGATION COMPUTATION BASED ON FUNCTIONAL ITERATIVE INTEGRATION
Without the loss of generality, we will consider the navigation updates over the time interval   0 t , in which N samples of triads of gyroscopes and accelerometers are available. For the sake of symbolic brevity as well, the E-frame navigation equations in (8) - (10) are simplified by omitting the redundant superscripts/subscripts as follows:
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Their integrals over the time interval of interest yield, respectively,
    we will try to fit the gyroscope/accelerometer measurements using the Chebyshev polynomials and then solve the above integrations by functional iteration.
A. Angular Velocity and Specific Force Fitted by Chebyshev Polynomial
The Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind is defined over the interval   1 1  by the recurrence relation as 
According to the integral property of the Chebyshev polynomial [47] , we have
,
In specific, the integrated i th -degree Chebyshev polynomial can be expressed as a linear combination of (i+1) th -degree Chebyshev polynomials, given by 
If the angular velocity and the specific force are smooth, the fitted Chebyshev coefficients i c and i d will decrease exponentially in magnitude due to the orthogonal property of the Chebyshev polynomial [47] .
B. Attitude Computation
Hereafter we use the QuatFIter [30] to deal with attitude computation for the sake of its computational efficiency, although other attitude parameters could be alternatively employed, such as the Rodrigues vector in [27, 28] . Additionally, the quaternion has a simpler transformation to the attitude matrix than the Rodrigues vector does, which is preferable for the subsequent iterative computation of velocity.
Applying the functional iteration integration technique [27] , the attitude quaternion in (14) can be iteratively computed as
with some chosen initial attitude quaternion function, say (27) Substituting (21) and (26) and noting that the Earth rotation rate expressed in the Earth frame e ω is constant,
The last approximation is due to the polynomial truncation with a prescribed maximum degree, say q m as in (26) , for improving computational efficiency [30] . As a quaternion multiplication involves 16 scalar multiplications, the computation complexity involved is roughly proportional to   to be used subsequently as an input.
C. Velocity and Position Computation
The gravity models in the literature are described either in the Earth frame or the local-level frame, but they are not exactly consistent with each other. Therefore, in this paper a gravity model in the local-level frame is used but expressed in the Earth frame accordingly, that is to say, e e n n  g C g (29) where the attitude matrix between the Earth frame and the local-level frame and the gravity are both functions of the current curvilinear position. In specific, sin cos cos cos sin sin sin cos sin cos
where g denotes the normal gravity in the vertical direction. In principle any normal gravity model could be applied if the computational burden involved was acceptable.
Applying the functional iteration integration technique [27] to (15)- (16), the velocity and position can be iteratively computed as 
and (18)- (20) and the fitted specific force (22), we have
As evidenced in the QuatFIter [30] , the norm of the quaternion estimate (28) approaches unity after sufficient iterations, so it is unnecessary to do the quaternion normalization in (33) . This is a nice advantage of the QuatFIter. If other attitude parameters were used, e.g., the Rodrigues vector in the RodFIter [27, 28] , the nonlinear transformation from these parameters to the attitude matrix would produce infinite polynomials, for which an additional polynomial approximation step has to be incorporated.
Assume the velocity/position estimates at the l-th iteration is given by weighted sums of Chebyshev polynomials, say 
where g m is the maximum degree. The function   2 ecef lla  means the coordinate transformation from the ECEF coordinate to the curvilinear coordinate, see e.g. [48] [49] [50] . The coefficient
where 0i  is the Kronecker delta function, yielding 1 for 1 i  and zero otherwise. Exact coefficients could be obtained only if the number of summation terms P approaches infinity.
Substitute (33)- (35) into (31)- (32), the iterative velocity/position computation become
and
The last approximations for both velocity and position are due to the polynomial truncations with prescribed maximum degrees, , is usually negligible as compared with attitude and velocity. Similarly, the above iterative process can be repeated until some prescribed maximum iteration number is reached or some convergence criterion is met.
To summarize, the flowchart of the iNavFIter in the Earth frame is presented in Figure 2 . Note that the iterative velocity/position computation will not be initiated until the attitude iterative computation has finished. The velocity and position update order could be alternated and the immediate velocity/position result could also be used within the current iteration instead of that at the last iteration. These options, however, would make little difference to the final velocity/position computation accuracy as long as the iterations are sufficient.
IV. RELATION TO TYPICAL ALGORITHMS
The practical strapdown inertial navigation algorithms typically use two samples of gyroscope/accelerometer incremental measurements for the coning/sculling/scrolling corrections [5, 8, 10] , so in this section we briefly compare them to the proposed iNavFIter ( 2 N  ). Denote by T the attitude update interval. Table I lists two 2-sample inertial navigation algorithms: one is the typical version [5] ; the other is an improved typical version [8] . Readers are referred to [5, 8] and references therein for more details.
As two samples can be used to fit the angular velocity/specific force, the maximum degrees of Chebyshev polynomials are
Although the typical algorithms employ the rotation vector for attitude parameterization, it is clear from Table I that Another major difference is that the typical 2-sample algorithms can only yield the navigation information at the end of the update Table I . Two 2-sample Inertial Navigation Algorithms in Local-level Navigation Frame 2-sample Algorithm Typical Version [4] [5] [6] Improved Typical Version [8] Attitude Update 
interval, while the iNavFIter produces all of attitude/velocity/position information over the whole update interval. For a time interval with more than two samples, the modern-day algorithm designed for 2 N  might likely lead to degraded (instead of improved) accuracy due to the simplified rotation vector [27, 51] , so the practitioners usually divide the time interval into 2-sample subintervals and consecutively apply the 2-sample algorithm to each subinterval. In principle, the iNavFIter is capable of handling intervals with any number of samples.
V. CONVERGENCE PROPERTY AND ERROR ANALYSIS OF INAVFITER
A. Convergence Property 
where  denotes the matrix Frobenius norm and     2    for any quaternion according to the definition of the quaternion multiplication matrix in (6) . Note that the sum of the bounds on the right side converges, namely,
. According to the Weierstrass M-Test [30] , the iterative process (25) converges uniformly and absolutely on the interval   0 t . Finally, it can be readily checked that the limit of the quaternion function sequence satisfies (11), i.e.,
. It means that  q is the solution to the quaternion kinematic equation (11) , that it to say, the iterative process (25) converges to the true attitude quaternion function.
■
Newly define a combination vector of velocity and position as
. Then the iterative velocity and position computation in (31) and (32) can be collectively written as
where the constant matrices
, and
Theorem 2: Given the true specific force function b f over the interval   0 t , the iterative process as given in (31)- (32) converges to the true velocity/position function solution to (12)- (13), respectively, for bounded  and t .
Proof 
Note that the sum of the bounds on the right side
. According to the Weierstrass M-Test again, the iterative processes (31) and (32) converge uniformly and absolutely on the interval   0 t . Finally, it can be readily checked that the limit of the function sequence satisfies (12)- (13), i.e.,
Wx LC q f g Hx  . It means that  x is the solution to the velocity/position kinematic equations, that it to say, the iterative processes (31) and (32) converge to the true velocity and position function, respectively. ■
B. Error Analysis
Theorems 1-2 in the last subsection guarantee that the iterative iNavFIter would yield the true navigation parameters for error-free inertial measurements. In general, however, the algorithm has three kinds of error sources, namely, the sensor error ( 
and then following the development of (24)- (25) 
Regarding (45), the first term is owed to the initial quaternion error and quickly vanishes for large iterations for any bounded
, which means the attitude computation converges regardless of the initial quaternion function. The third term is owed to the polynomial truncation at each iteration, in which the weights of the early iterations are much smaller than those of later iterations, and thus can be approximated by the last truncation error, i.e.,
The second term depends on the angular velocity error and the norm of the quaternion estimate, and it can be approximated by
as sup 1  q . Therefore, for a large number of iterations, the attitude quaternion error is approximately bounded by 
where the relationship   
is 1 for 0 i  and otherwise normal as it is. Among the above error components, the first term is owed to the initial velocity/position error and quickly vanishes for large iterations for any bounded
. It means the iNavFIter converges regardless of the initial velocity/position function. The third term is owed to the polynomial truncation at each iteration, in which the weights of the early iterations are much smaller than those of later iterations, and thus can be approximated by the last truncation error, i.e.,
Hx (52) The second term depends on the quaternion error and the specific force error, and with (48) 
Therefore, for a large number of iterations, the velocity/position error of the fast iNavFIter is approximately bounded by
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, fight test datasets around the globe are simulated by following our previous work [8] , to which the motivation is not for scenario reality but for trajectories with analytical ground truths for the sake of accuracy evaluation. Note that the simulation data is generated in the local-level frame and then transformed into the Earth frame, mainly due to the convenient gravity model in the former frame. Specifically, the popular Somigliana gravity model of WGS-84 is used (see Appendix for details).
Suppose a vehicle carrying a strapdown inertial navigation system flies at the ground velocity
with an initial east speed 0 v , where a and w are respectively the magnitude and angular frequency of the velocity rate. The initial position is set to zero longitude, zero latitude and zero height. The body attitude is assumed to undergo a classical coning motion described by the attitude quaternion [4]         cos 2 sin 2 0 cos sin
where  is the coning frequency and  is the coning angle. Then, the true position and velocity are readily given by 
From the navigation equations in the local-level frame (1)- (3), the angular velocity and the specific force can be analytically Table II . The gyroscope and accelerometer sampling rate is 100 Hz. Figure   3 plots the profile of the body angular velocity for the first 10 seconds, and specific force, east velocity and gravity for the first 100 seconds.
For the iNavFIter algorithm, iterations is adopted as the convergence criterion and set to 16 
10
 . Figure 4 presents the attitude principal angle error, the attitude quaternion norm error, the magnitude of the Earth-frame velocity error and the magnitude of the ECEF position error of the iNavFIter algorithm over the first update interval. The attitude computation reaches the convergence criterion in 7 iterations, in contrast to the velocity/position computation in 5 iterations. The behaviors of attitude angle error and quaternion norm error are consistent with those observed in the QuatFIter [30] , namely, having a non-uniform convergence rate with respect to iterations.
Within four or five iterations, the quaternion norm error reduces to about 10 -14
, which helps us spare the quaternion normalization in computing the transformed specific force in (33) . Otherwise, an extra approximation with Chebyshev polynomials has to be incorporated, as having been done for the gravity in (35) . The gravity error in magnitude is presented in Fig. 5 during the velocity/position iterative computation, in which the gravity approximation reaches a quite good result within four iterations. As discussed regarding the flowchart of iNavFIter in Fig. 2 , we could first compute the position, followed by the velocity computation 
Note that in approximating the gravity vector in (59), the immediate position [4, 5, 9] in navigation error for 4000 seconds. The comparison is performed in the local-level frame and any transformation error involved is unfairly owed to the iNavFIter algorithm.
For instance, the coordinate transformation error from the ECEF position to the curvilinear position and then back to the ECEF position is about 3 nm [48] . We see that the iNavFIter algorithm performs tremendously better than the typical 2-sample algorithm by about 8~9 orders in attitude, velocity and position. As far as the west-east position error is concerned, for example, the iNavFIter algorithm's final error is 4 micrometers, in contrast to about 1200 meters of the typical 2-sample algorithm. It can be reasonably stated that the non-commutativity error, namely the well-known coning/sculling/scrolling errors, has been completely mitigated to "zero" or the machine precision. the body frame coincides with the local-level frame during the whole flight. This case was designed therein to demonstrate the computation reference frame rotation-induced algorithm errors. Figure 8 plots the computation errors for the iNavFIter, the typical 2-sample algorithm [4, 5, 9] , as well as the improved 2-sample algorithm [8] that tackles the rotation of the reference frame during the update interval. Contrasting Figs. 7-8, the typical 2-sample algorithm's error reduces nearly by two orders because it does not suffer from the body coning motion in the level-flight case. The further reduction of about one order achieved by the improved 2-sample algorithm is owed to the delicate treatment of the reference rotation frame in [8] . Additionally, the proposed iNavFIter demonstrates consistent excellency with almost the same accuracy in both cases of Figs. 7-8, which shows from another viewpoint that the attitude coning error and its effect on the subsequent velocity/position computation (in Fig. 7 ) has been substantially depressed.
In order to examine the iNavFIter's practical potential for the state-of-the-art inertial navigation systems, such as those based on accurate optical gyroscopes [1] , sensor errors comparable to a high-end navigation-grade inertial navigation system are added to Fig.7 with Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 with Fig. 10 ) that the attitude coning motion leads to a west-east position error of approximate 1200m in the typical 2-sample algorithm, which has been sufficiently depressed by the iNavFIter, in both scenarios of perfect sensor and navigation-grade sensor. Comparing Fig. 7 with Fig. 9 and Fig. 8 with Fig. 10 indicates that the sensor imperfection results in a west-east position error of approximate 250m for both algorithms. The motion-incurred error component is all that the iNavFIter or any navigation algorithm can deal with.
The rising attitude errors of the 2-sample algorithm (after 2000s in Fig. 9 and after 2800s in Fig. 10 ) are owed to the coupling effect from the velocity/position to the attitude through n in ω in the local-level frame mechanization (see Fig. 1 ), which actually results in the reference deviation of the local-level frame. A common practice is using a technique of vertical channel damping if is available. A bit straying from the focus of the current paper, the test is re-run with an additional damping step, i.e., brutally setting zero vertical velocity and zero height after each update interval in both algorithms. Figure 11 indicates that the damping technique, by incorporating a priori motion information, helps reduce the navigation errors of the 2-sample algorithm, as well as the velocity and position errors of the iNavFIter. Figure 12 demonstrates the navigation errors for the case of level flight as well.
The west-east position errors of the iNavFIter and the 2-sample algorithm are, respectively, 28m and 27m in Fig. 11 , and 44m and 50m in Fig. 12 . The accuracy superiority of the iNavFIter in the east-west velocity/position errors reduces from over 6 orders (see Fig. 8 ) to less than one time. That the attitude errors of both damped algorithms for the level flight case (Fig. 12) are respectively comparable to those for the angular motion case (Fig. 11) indicates that for the considered simulation scenarios the attitude coning errors involved is negligible as compared with the attitude errors caused by the gyroscope imperfection, and the iNavFIter's accuracy superiority in velocity/position in Figs. 11-12 is largely owed to the delicate velocity/position computation. In other words, Table   IV lists the maximum west-east position results for Figs. 11-14. As expected, the iNavFIter's superiority over the 2-sample algorithm increases up to about one order in the attitude error and east-west velocity/position errors. All of the above numerical tests are performed on the Matlab platform. In terms of running time, the computational burden of the implemented iNavFIter is about ten times of that of the typical 2-sample algorithm, which is not a problem for modern computers or customized hardware implementation. The flight test datasets generated in this paper for both the coning-flight and level-flight cases are available online at https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Yuanxin_Wu/projects, under the project of 'Motion Representation and Computation -Inertial Navigation and Beyond'. Interested readers are free to test on them or their own data.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Acquiring the attitude, velocity and position information is fundamental to motion body manipulation. This paper briefly reviews the development history and highlights two essential shortcomings of the strapdown inertial navigation algorithms, namely the theoretical simplification/approximation and the algorithmic design under special motion forms. The recent advance in precision attitude computation provides a promising method to surmount those shortcomings. Specifically, the polynomial fitting is applicable to any angular motion form and the functional iterative integration approach is capable of solving the full attitude kinematics with provable convergence. The Chebyshev polynomial can be used to speed up the implementation of the functional iterative integration yet at little expense of attitude accuracy.
In this paper, the functional iterative integration with Chebyshev polynomial approximation has been explored to tackle the whole process of inertial navigation computation, precisely integrating the kinematics of attitude, velocity and position fed on discrete inertial measurements by gyroscopes and accelerometers. The proposed iNavFIter algorithm chooses the Earth frame as the computation reference frame for the sake of computational efficiency, although other reference frames could also be used instead.
For each update cycle, the iNavFIter algorithm is comprised of two consecutive iterative processes: attitude iterative computation and velocity/position iterative computation. Thanks to the loosely-coupling attributes of the Earth-frame mechanization, the attitude iterative computation runs independently and feeds the final iteration result as the input to the subsequent velocity/position computation. The velocity and position have to be iteratively computed together because of their mutual dependence on each other.
Convergence and error analyses show that the iNavFIter has guaranteed convergence property under moderate situations.
Numerical tests with analytically-generated trajectory datasets demonstrate the astonishing accuracy superiority of the iNavFIter algorithm over the state-of-the-art navigation algorithms. The iNavFIter actually brings the non-commutativity errors down to machine precision at affordable computation cost, namely the well-known coning/sculling/scrolling errors in attitude/velocity/position computation that have perplexed the navigation community for over half a century. This work is believed having paved a solid algorithmic road for the forthcoming ultra-precision inertial navigation system with meters-level or higher position accuracy, and the existing dynamic applications as well.
